SPIDAN Suspension Springs – The perfect spring for any vehicle

Vehicle coverage > 80% worldwide • 5-year warranty for pair exchange
High-performance quality products by SPIDAN guarantee familiar driving characteristics

**SPIDAN springs are OE-compliant in all characteristics**
- Precise manufacturing in accordance with OE standards
- Material and windings in accordance with OE specifications
- Spring rate perfectly tuned to all vehicle types
- SPIDAN springs fit perfectly on the original spring plates

**A good spring is a silent spring:** SPIDAN springs come with protective tubing (where necessary)
- Reduced friction noise and transmitted chassis noise
- Protection against spring surface damage

**Clear identification and installation of suitable SPIDAN springs**
- Colour codes on SPIDAN springs correspond to serial codes
- Marking with logo and part number
- Indication of correct installation direction

**Product range features all OE technology**
- Miniblock springs
- Side load springs
- Constant wire springs
- Inconstant wire springs
- Hot coiled springs
- Cold coiled springs

GKN Automotive is one of the few aftermarket suppliers that have access to the technology required to manufacture inconstant spring wires.
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